MikroTik GrooveA 52HPn - 2.4 / 5GHz Outdoor AP/
CPE:
MikroTik’s RB-GROOVEA52 is a small, outdoor, fully-featured
wireless RouterBOARD powered by RouterOS. It is weatherproof,
durable and ready to use. It has one 10/100 Ethernet port with PoE
support and a built-in wireless radio. The RB-GROOVEA52 has
software selectable 2 or 5GHz wireless mode, and 500mW output
power. The GrooveA52 model has 64MB of RAM and RouterOS
license (support for AP, point-to-point or CPE).
With the Nv2 TDMA technology, up to 125Mbit aggregate
throughput is possible. It has a built-in N-male connector, and pole
attachment points, so you can attach it directly to an antenna, or
you can use a standard antenna cable. LED signal indicators assist
with installation and alignment.
Box contains: Groove unit, mounting loops, PoE injector, power
adapter, Omni antenna

Stock Code: 90RBGROOVEA-52HPN

MikroTik SFP Module 1.25G MM 550m 850nm:
The S-85DLC05D is a 1.25G SFP transceiver with a 850nm Dual LC
connector, for up to 550 meter Multi Mode fiber connection, with
DDM. These Multimode SFP Modules are tested and compatible
with MikroTik RB260GS, RB2011LS, RB2011LS-IN, RB2011UASIN, RB2011UAS-RM, RB2011UAS-2HnD, RB2011UAS-2HnD-IN and
CCR1036-12G-4S.

Stock Code: 90S-85DLC05D

MikroTik LtAP Mini 4G Kit:
The LtAP mini 4G kit is a small weatherproof wireless access
point with a built in cellular modem that supports 4G (LTE)
connectivity on LTE FDD bands 3 (1800MHz), 7 (2600MHz),
20 (800MHz) and 31 (450MHz), as well as LTE TDD bands 41n
(2500MHz), 42 (3500MHz) and 43 (3700MHz).
Connect to the LtAP mini’s built-in 802.11b/g/n wireless and
access the LTE network from your phone or any other wireless
device. The LtAP mini 4G kit also has one 10/100 Ethernet LAN
port for your wired devices. The RS232 serial port gives you
console access for debugging.
LtAP mini 4G kit has a special enclosure with a wall mounting
kit, two SIM slots to alternate between cellular providers, and
integrated GPS support, making this a perfect device for use
in moving vehicles like cars, buses or trains. To use GPS an
external GPS antenna is required, order separately (product
code GPSANT).
The LTE card is connected to two internal antennas with u.FL
connectors, so if you want, you can unplug the connectors and
add your own external LTE antenna for better coverage. The
unit has several powering options: 9-30 V PoE-in by Ethernet
port, DC jack and microUSB.

Stock Code: 90RB912R-2ND-LTM&R11E-4G

MikroTik SFP+ Module 10G Multi Mode 300m
850nm:
+85DLC03D is a 10G SFP+ transceiver with a LC connector,
850nm, for up to 300 meter Multi Mode fiber connections
Units are tested and compatible with CCR1036-8G-2S+ and
CCR1036-8G-2S+EM. Units are compatible with non-MikroTik
SFP devices as well.

Stock Code: 90S+85DLC03D

MikroTik Cloud Core Router 1036-8G-2S+
(RouterOS L6) with 2 SFP+ Ports:
Our fastest router has now become even better - the new
CCR1036-8G-2S+ now has two SFP+ ports for 10G interface
support (SFP+ module available separately). It uses the
same 36 core Tilera CPU as our other CCR1036 model, and
delivers the same performance.
The device comes in a 1U rackmount case, has two SFP+
ports, eight Gigabit ethernet ports and serial console port.
The new version of CCR1036-8G-2S+ has onboard 4GB of
RAM, onboard M.2 PCIe 4x slot, full size USB slot and dual
PSU for redundancy!
Supports both SFP (1.25G) and SFP+ (10G) modules

Stock Code: 90CCR1036-8G-2S+

MikroTik Cloud Core Router 2004-1G-12S+2XS with
RouterOS L6:
The “Improvise. Adapt. Overcome” mindset can be very helpful,
but sometimes you simply need a device that works and solves
the problem without additional tinkering. The CCR2004-1G12S+2XS does just that – forget about all connectivity troubles
and expand your setup in any way you please. This handy router
features 12 x 10G SFP+ and 2 x 25G SFP28 ports.
CCR2004-1G-12S+2XS is our router with the most powerful
single-core performance so far. It provides incredible results in
single tunnel (up to 3.4 Gbps) and BGP feed processing.

Stock Code: 90CCR2004-1G-12S+2XS

MikroTik Audience LTE6 kit with RouterOS L4
License:
Wi-Fi has to be fast, reliable, easy to manage, it must reach every
room and every corner. That is exactly what Audience devices
can deliver in grand style – even in the biggest houses!
Audience LTE6 kit is a tri-band (one 2.4 GHz & two 5 GHz ) home
access point with LTE support and meshing technology. If you
need Wi-Fi in a huge building with all kinds of obstacles, simply
add more Audience devices to your network – with a press of a
button they will sync seamlessly and create a single Wi-Fi network
to cover the whole premises. The initial setup is also very simple –
download the iOS or Android MikroTik app, it will connect to the
router and guide you through a quick setup process.
In some cases a single Audience unit might be able to replace
several other routers – in our tests it covered 1858 m2 (20000
square feet) easily. It depends on the amount of obstacles, Wi-Fi
clients and interference, so results may vary.

Stock Code: 90RBD25GR-5HPACQD2HPND&R11E

MikroTik Chateau LTE12 with RouterOS L4 License:
It is a high-speed, dual-band home access point with CAT12 LTE –
for really fast Internet anywhere, anytime. But LTE is not the only
option – Chateau also features 5 x Gigabit Ethernet ports and a
full size USB port.
Strong dual-chain dual-band 2.4/5 GHz wireless for concurrent
coverage will solve most interference issues in a crowded
environment. For example, a client can simultaneously use the
2.4 GHz channel for all household mobile devices and reserve the
5 GHz channel for tasks that are sensitive to packet loss – such as
streaming high-quality videos.
Not only our RouterOS software comes with robust security
options, we also focus on the production security. There is no
outsourcing, every device is assembled in our premises and all
the components come from reputable, trusted partners – such
as Qualcomm. We cooperate with European law-makers and
work hard to ensure full compliance with all the necessary safety
policies. MikroTik is all about smooth, long-term cooperation
without surprises.
Reach speeds of up to 600 Mbps with carrier aggregation, as
CAT12 allows devices to use three bands at the same time. That
is a huge advantage when there are a lot of LTE users in the area.
Chateau LTE12 provides better responsiveness in a crowded
environment and higher efficiency for weaker signal situations in
the countryside.

Stock Code: 90RBD53G-5HACD2HNDTC&EG12-EA

MikroTik hAP - 2.4GHz Desktop AP:
This small home access point is the perfect device for homes
or small offices where all you need is a wireless AP and a few
wired devices connected. Based on our popular RB951-2n, the
new hAP is an improvement in many areas.
The device can be powered from the power jack or with passive
PoE from a PoE injector. The power adapter is included.
hAP provides PoE output function for port #5 - it can power
other PoE capable devices with the same voltage as applied
to the unit. Maximum load on the port is 500mA. The hAP is
preconfigured, so all you need to do, is plug in the internet
cable, the power, and start using the internet by connecting to
the MikroTik network.

Stock Code: 90RB951UI-2ND

MikroTik hAP ac3 LTE6 Dual Band 5 Port Gigabit
Router:
hAP ac3 LTE6 kit features our newest CAT6 LTE modem. It enables
carrier aggregation, allowing you to use the LTE connection with
speed up to 300 Mbps. It works by using multiple LTE bands at
the same time. A huge advantage when there are a lot of LTE
users in the area. Depending on the service provider, we have
seen Internet speed doubling after switching to CAT6.
With 5 Gigabit Ethernet ports, 256 MB of RAM and quadcore
CPU, hAP ac3 LTE6 kit can satisfy even the biggest and most
demanding households. There is a full-size USB port that you can
use to add extra storage. The new enclosure allows mounting the
device vertically or horizontally. A wall mount set is also included.

Stock Code: 90RBD53GR-5HACD2HND&R11E-LTE6

MikroTik RB4011IGS+5HACQ2HNd-IN Powerful
10xGigabit Port Router:
RB4011 series - amazingly powerful routers with ten Gigabit
ports, SFP+ 10Gbps interface and IPsec hardware acceleration
for a great price!
The RB4011 uses a quad core Cortex A15 CPU, same as in our
carrier grade RB1100AHx4 unit. The unit is equipped with 1GB
of RAM, can provide PoE output on port #10 and comes with
a compact and professional looking solid metal enclosure in
matte black.
RB4011iGS+5HacQ2HnD-IN (WiFi model) is dual band, four
chain unit with a supported data rate of up to 1733 Mbps in
5GHz. For legacy devices, the unit also has a dual chain 2GHz
wireless card installed in miniPCI-e slot.

Stock Code: 90RB4011IGS+5HACQ2HND-IN

MikroTik RouterBOARD 4011iGS+ with 1U
Rackmount Case:
RB4011 series - amazingly powerful routers with ten Gigabit
ports, SFP+ 10Gbps interface and IPsec hardware acceleration
for a great price!
The RB4011 uses a quad core Cortex A15 CPU, same as in our
carrier grade RB1100AHx4 unit. The unit is equipped with 1GB
of RAM, can provide PoE output on port #10 and comes with
a compact and professional looking solid metal enclosure in
matte black.
RB4011iGS+RM (Ethernet model) includes two rackmount ears
that will securely fasten the unit in a standard 1U rack space.

Stock Code: 90RB4011IGS+RM

MikroTik hAP Lite with Desktop Enclosure:
The home Access Point lite (hAP lite) is an ideal little device for
your apartment, house or office. It supports button triggered
WPS, for the convenience of not typing a complicated password
when somebody wants to have wireless internet access, and
can also be told to change to cAP mode and join a CAPsMAN
centrally managed network by the push of a button.
Of course, the device runs RouterOS with all the features,
bandwidth shaping, firewall, user access control and many others.
The hAP lite is equipped with a powerful 650MHz CPU, 32MB
RAM, dual chain 2.4GHz onboard wireless, four Fast Ethernet
ports and a RouterOS L4 license. USB power supply is included.

Stock Code: 90RB941-2ND

MikroTik MantBox 52 15s with RouterOS L4 License
(EU):
Are you managing an outdoor wireless network with a variety of
access points and CPE devices? Then our brand new mANTBox
52 15s has got you covered – offering powerful built-in antennas,
fascinating connectivity options and more!
Creating an efficient point-to-multipoint connection used to be
tricky, but not anymore: mANTBox 52 15s works well in any setup.
The dual-band wireless capability allows you to use both 2.4 GHz
and 5 GHz devices at the same time. There is a Gigabit Ethernet
port and an SFP port for fiber connections.
We have doubled the RAM and added a new quad-core CPU that
can handle even the heaviest loads. mANTBox 52 15s can even
provide IPsec hardware offloading without trouble. Depending
on the rest of your setup, you can reach distance up to 20 km
with the built-in dual polarization antenna.

Stock Code: 90RBD22UGS-5HPACD2HND-15S

MikroTik RouterBOARD 2011iL-RM with 1U
Rackmount Case:
The RB2011 is a low cost multi port device series. Designed for
indoor use, and available in many different cases, with a multitude
of options. The RB2011 is powered by RouterOS, a fully featured
routing operating system which has been continuously improved
for fifteen years. Dynamic routing, hotspot, firewall, MPLS, VPN,
advanced quality of service, load balancing and bonding, realtime configuration and monitoring - just a few of the vast number
of features supported by RouterOS.
The RB2011iL-RM includes a new feature - power injector on
Ethernet port 10 - it can power other PoE capable devices with
the same voltage as applied to the unit. Less power adapters
and cables to worry about! Maximum load on the port is 500mA.
It is powered by the new Atheros 600MHz 74K MIPS network
processor, has 64MB of RAM and a Level4 RouterOS license, as
well as five Gigabit Ethernet ports and five Fast Ethernet ports
for unbeliveable USD 99! RouterBOARD 2011iL-RM comes with
1U rackmount enclosure and power supply.

Stock Code: 90RB2011IL-RM

MikroTik cAP ac with RouterOS L4, International
version:
The cAP ac is a very capable and powerful wireless access point
that looks beautiful on both walls and ceilings. The concurrent
dual band wireless radio supports dual chain 2 GHz 802.11b/g/n
and 5 GHz in a/n/standards, and will provide coverage in 360
degrees around it.
Even though the radio supports repeater mode, the two Ethernet
ports give you the ability to extend your network with cables,
even if PoE power is required, since the cAP ac supports 802.3af/
at PoE input on the first port, and passive PoE output on the
second port. Device supports IPsec hardware acceleration too.
cAP ac (International) supports 2412-2484MHz and 5150MHz5875MHz range (Specific frequency range can be limited by
country regulations).ports and a RouterOS L4 license. USB power
supply is included.

Stock Code: 90RBCAPGI-5ACD2ND

MikroTik SXT LTE Kit (International bands) with
RouterOS L3:
The SXT LTE kit (product code RBSXTR&R11e-LTE) is a device
for remote locations that are within cellular network coverage.
However, due to it’s professional LTE chip design and high gain
antenna, it can provide connectivity for your building even where
cell phones can’t.
In comparison with our first generation model RBSXTLTE3-7, the
SXT LTE kit is powered by faster CPU and supports not only LTE
with more speeds, but also 2G and 3G, as well as much wider
band range. The unit is equipped with two Ethernet ports (the
second port has PoE-out functionality), so you can use it to
power up another device. The unit includes a 24 V power supply,
but can support full range of 12-57 V and 18-57 V with PoE-Out
and is 802.3af/at compliant.
The device has a built in high quality 2G/3G/4G/LTE Category 4
modem for speeds of up to 150 Mbit/s downlink and 50 Mbit/s
uplink, as well as two Micro SIM slots for backup link. RBSXTR&R11eLTE includes LTE modem that supports International LTE bands 1,
2, 3, 7, 8, 20, 38 and 40.

Stock Code: 90RBSXTR&R11E-LTE

MikroTik SXTsq 5 with RouterOS L4, International
Version:
The SXTsq 5 is a compact and lightweight outdoor wireless
device with an integrated antenna, perfect for point-to-point
links or as a CPE unit. It is compact, weatherproof and easy to
mount. The SXTsq 5 retains a 16 dBi antenna like the SXT 5, our
previous model, yet the antenna design has been improved and
the physical size has been dramatically reduced - the SXTsq is two
times thinner. Higher TX power allows to reach longer distances
than SXTsq Lite 5.

Stock Code: 90RBSXTSQ5HPND

MikroTik wAP LTE Kit with R11e-LTE International
Card:
The wAP LTE is a small weatherproof wireless access point with
a built in cellular modem that supports 2G, 3G and 4G (LTE)
connectivity. Connect to the wAP’s built-in 802.11b/g/n wireless
and access the LTE network from your phone or any other wireless
device. The wAP LTE also has one 10/100 Ethernet LAN port for
your wired devices.
LTE cards are connected to two internal antennas with u.FL
connectors, so if you want, you can unplug the connectors and
add your own external LTE antenna for larger coverage. Unit has
the several powering options - 9-30v PoE-in by Ethernet port, DC
jack and Automotive connector, very handy in mobile devices like
car, bus or train.
RBwAPR-2nD&R11e-LTE includes LTE modem that supports
International LTE bands 1,2,3,7,8,20,38 and 40.

Stock Code: 90RBWAPR-2ND&R11E-LTE

MikroTik quickMOUNT PRO:
The quickMOUNT pro is an advanced wall mount adapter for
small point to point and sector antennas. You can mount it on
the wall or use it as an adapter from large diameter pole to
small size antenna mounting clip ensuring reliable fitment. The
quickMOUNT pro gives possibility to turn antenna within 140°
both in horizontal and vertical plane. With the quickMOUNT pro
it is possible to perfectly set antenna alignment using integrated
graduated scale.
You can use the quickMOUNT pro with any pole mountable device
with the included pole adapter, or MikroTik’s small mounting clip
(SXT clip adapter) with devices less than 1.5 kg. The adapter
is very durable due to it’s special plastic composite material anvilNITE (TM).

Stock Code: 90QMP

MikroTik hEX PoE Lite (RouterOS L4) with Case:
hEX PoE lite is a small five port ethernet router in a plastic case, it
has a USB 2.0 port and PoE output.
Ports 2-5 can power other PoE capable devices with the same
voltage as applied to the unit. Less power adapters and cables
to worry about! Max current is 1A per port, Ethernet ports are
shielded.
It is affordable, small and easy to use. With it’s compact design
and clean looks, it will fit perfectly into any SOHO environment.

Stock Code: 90RB750UPR2

MikroTik RBSXTR&R11e-LTE6, SXT LTE6 Kit:
SXT LTE6 kit is a device for remote locations that are within cellular
network coverage. Due to its advanced LTE chip design and high
gain antenna, it can provide connectivity for your building even
where cell phones fail.
The new SXT LTE6 features a CAT6 LTE modem, which enables
carrier aggregation and allows the device to use multiple bands
at the same time. A huge advantage when there are a lot of LTE
users in the area. It provides better responsiveness in a crowded
environment and higher efficiency for weaker signal situations in
the countryside. We have seen Internet speed doubling in rural
areas after switching to CAT6, so there is no need to wait for
cable network expansions.
The unit is equipped with two Ethernet ports (the second port
has PoE-out functionality), so you can use it to power up another
device. It also has two Micro SIM slots for backup link. Unit is
shipped with a 24 V power supply, but can support full range 1857 V and is 802.3af/at compliant.

Stock Code: 90RBSXTR+R11E-LTE6

MikroTik S-RJ01 RJ45 SFP 10/100/1000M Copper
Module:
S-RJ01 is RJ45 SFP 10/100/1000M copper module, compatible
with most Gigabit SFP ports available on various networking
devices.
Shipped with CCR1016-12S-1S+, by popular demand is now also
available for purchase separately.

Stock Code: 90S-RJ01

MikroTik hEX Lite (RouterOS L4) with Case (US):
hEX lite is a small five port ethernet router in a nice plastic case.
Its price is lower than the RouterOS license alone - there simply is
no choice when it comes to managing your wired home network,
the RB750r2 (hEX lite) has it all.
Not only it’s affordable, small, good looking and easy to use - It’s
probably the most affordable MPLS capable router on the market!
No more compromise between price and features - RB750r2 has
both. With its compact design and clean looks, it will fit perfectly
into any SOHO environment.

Stock Code: 90RB750R2

MikroTik RB2011UiS-2HnD-IN, 2.4GHz AP, 5x
Ethernet, 5x Gigabit Ethernet, SFP cage, USB, LCD,
PoE output on Eth10, 600MHz CPU, 128MB RAM:
RouterBOARD 2011UiAS-2HnD has most features and interfaces
from all our Wireless routers. It’s powered by the new Atheros
600MHz 74K MIPS network processor, has 128MB RAM, five
Gigabit LAN ports, five Fast Ethernet LAN ports and SFP cage
(SFP module not included!). Also, it features powerful dual chain
2.4Ghz (2312-2732MHz depending on country regulations)
802.11bgn wireless AP, RJ45 serial port, USB port and RouterOS
L5 license, as well as desktop case with power supply, two 4dBi
Omni antennas and LCD panel- all this for only $129!
Tested and recommended to use with MikroTik SFP modules:
S-85DLC05D, S-31DLC20D and S-35/53LC20D (not included).
RouterBOARD 2011UAS-2HnD-IN comes with desktop enclosure,
LCD panel and power supply.

Stock Code: 90RB2011UIAS-2HND-IN

MikroTik NetMetal ac2 Dual Band - Our toughest longrange AP, now with dual-band support:
More power and advanced features, with the same design
philosophy as its predecessors – the new NetMetal ac2 AP is
sturdy, reliable, easy to use and extremely capable. This is the
best way to add IPsec hardware acceleration to your backhaul
link! We have added an out-of-the-box 2.4/5 GHz dual-concurrent
(2.4GHz and 5GHz can be used at the same time) band support
– no need for additional tinkering!
NetMetal ac2 can handle massive loads, as it features an improved
4-core CPU and 256 MB RAM. There is a miniPCIe slot for an LTE
or other wireless modules and an SFP port for fiber. The NetMetal
ac2 can be a very adaptable addition for all kinds of setups. Two
RP-SMA connectors allow adding an antenna of your choice. If
necessary, you can adapt the NetMetal ac2 for lower range use
with such antennas as our HGO-antenna-OUT screw-on omni
antenna unit (not included; available for ordering seperately)
The enclosure has an IP rating of IP66 with protection against
splashing from any angle, but it can still be opened and closed
with one hand. Very handy in rough environments!

Stock Code: 90RBD23UGS-5HPACD2HND-NM

MikroTik hAP ac with Case, International Version:
The hAP ac is our most universal home or office wireless device.
It is a dual band device with Gigabit ports that allow the full
advantages of 802.11ac technology speed, while maintaining
compatibility with legacy devices in 2GHz 802.11 b/g/n and 5GHz
a/n modes.
The omnidirectional antennas allow to mount the hAP ac in
any location, and the high power transmitter will ensure good
coverage for the mobile devices in your home, office or public
location. Other helpful features include a USB port for attaching
extra storage or a 3G/4G modem, PoE output on the last Ethernet
port, to power other RouterBOARD devices without needing an
extra power adapter and an SFP cage, for connecting active or
passive optical network modules.

Stock Code: 90RB962UIGS-5HACT2HNT

MikroTik Audience Tri-band:
Audience is a tri-band (one 2.4 GHz & two 5 GHz) home access
point with meshing technology. If you need Wi-Fi in a huge
building with all kinds of obstacles, simply add more Audience
devices to your network – with a press of a button they will sync
seamlessly and create a single Wi-Fi network to cover the whole
premises. The initial setup is also very simple – download the iOS
or Android MikroTik app, it will connect to the router and guide
you through a quick setup process.
In some cases a single Audience unit might be able to replace
several other routers – in our tests it covered 1858 m2 (20000
square feet) easily. It depends on the amount of obstacles, Wi-Fi
clients and interference, so results may vary. Dual-chain 2.4 GHz
and 5 GHz wireless coverage will solve most interference issues
in a crowded environment. For example, you can simultaneously
use the 2.4 GHz channel for all your household mobile devices
and reserve the 5 GHz channel for your PC or TV.

Stock Code: 90RBD25G-5HPACQD2HPND

MikroTik RouterBOARD 3011UiAS-RM with 1U
Rackmount Case:
MikroTik’s RB-3011UIASRM is a multi-port device which runs an
ARM architecture CPU for higher performance. The RB3011 has
ten Gigabit ports divided in two switch groups, an SFP cage
and a SuperSpeed full-size USB 3.0 port, for adding storage or
an external 3G/4G modem. The unit features a 1U rack-mount
enclosure, a touchscreen LCD panel, a serial console port and
PoE output functionality on the last Ethernet port.

Stock Code: 90RB3011UIAS-RM

MikroTik HGO-Antenna-Out, Dual-Band 2.4/5GHz
Omni Antenna with RP-SMAConnect:
Dual-band 2.4GHz / 5 GHz screw-on outdoor antenna with RPSMA female connectors. Provides 3.3 dBi gain for the 2.4 GHz
band and 5.5-7.1 dBi gain for the 5 GHz band. Just add two of
HGO-antenna-OUT to NetMetal ac2 to have powerful Dual-Band
Outdoor AP!

Stock Code: 90HGO-ANTENNA-OUT

MikroTik RouterBOARD 2011UiAS-RM with 1U
Rackmount Case:
The RB2011 is a low cost multi port device series. Designed for
indoor use, and available in many different cases, with a multitude
of options. The RB2011 is powered by RouterOS, a fully featured
routing operating system which has been continuously improved
for fifteen years. Dynamic routing, hotspot, firewall, MPLS, VPN,
advanced quality of service, load balancing and bonding, realtime configuration and monitoring - just a few of the vast number
of features supported by RouterOS. RouterBOARD 2011UiAS-RM,
in comparison with RB2011L series, not only has five Gigabit LAN
ports and five Fast Ethernet LAN ports, but also has RJ45 serial
port, USB port and more RAM (128MB instead of 64MB). Also,
it has RouterOS L5 license (instead of L4) and nice touchscreen
LCD for configuration. SFP cage is also present (SFP module not
included!)
There is PoE output function for port #10 - it can power other
PoE capable devices with the same voltage as applied to the unit.
Maximum load on the port is 500mA. Tested and recommended
to use with MikroTik SFP modules: S-85DLC05D, S-31DLC20D
and S-35/53LC20D (not included). RouterBOARD 2011UiASRM comes with 1U rackmount enclosure, LCD panel and power
supply.

Stock Code: 90RB2011UIAS-RM

MikroTik RouterBOARD 2011UiAS with Indoor Case
(RouterOS L5):
The RB2011 is powered by RouterOS, a fully featured routing
operating system which has been continuously improved for
fifteen years. Dynamic routing, hotspot, firewall, MPLS, VPN,
advanced quality of service, load balancing and bonding, realtime configuration and monitoring - just a few of the vast number
of features supported by RouterOS.
RouterBOARD 2011UiAS-IN, in comparison with RB2011L series,
not only has five Gigabit LAN ports and five Fast Ethernet LAN
ports, but also has RJ45 serial port, USB port and more RAM
(128MB instead of 64MB). Also, it has RouterOS L5 license
(instead of L4) and nice touchscreen LCD for configuration. SFP
cage is also present (SFP module not included!). Tested and
recommended to use with MikroTik SFP modules: S-85DLC05D,
S-31DLC20D and S-35/53LC20D (not included).

Stock Code: 90RB2011UIAS-IN

MikroTik hAP ac Lite with Tower Case, International
version:
The hAP ac lite is a Dual-concurrent Access Point, that provides
WiFi coverage for 2.4GHz and 5GHz frequencies at the same
time.
Unit is equipped with a 650MHz CPU, 64MB RAM, five 10/100Mbps
Ethernet ports (PoE output on port #5), dual-chain 802.11b/g/n
2.4GHz wireless, single chain 802.11a/n/ac 5GHz wireless, USB
port for 3G/4G modem and a RouterOS L4 license.
New design universal case allows unit to be positioned either
horizontally (desktop) or vertically (tower case). Wall anchored
mounting kit is provided.

Stock Code: 90RB952UI-5AC2ND-TC

MikroTik Hex - Desktop with 5GB and 1 Usb Port:
hEX is a five port Gigabit Ethernet router for locations where
wireless connectivity is not required. The device has a full size
USB port. This new updated revision of the hEX brings several
improvements in performance.
It is affordable, small and easy to use, but at the same time
comes with a very powerful dual core 880MHz CPU and 256MB
RAM, capable of all the advanced configurations that RouterOS
supports.
IPsec hardware encryption (~470 Mbps) and The Dude server
package is supported, microSD slot on it provides improved r/w
speed for file storage and Dude.

Stock Code: 90RB750GR3

MikroTik CCR1036-12G-4S:
CCR1036-12G-4S is an industrial grade router with cutting edge
36 core CPU. If you need many millions of packets per second Cloud Core Router with 36 cores is your best choice.
The device comes in a 1U rackmount case, has four SFP ports,
twelve Gigabit ethernet ports, a serial console cable and a USB
port.
The new r2 version has onboard 4GB of RAM, onboard M.2 slot,
full size USB slot and dual PSU for redundancy!

Stock Code: 90CCR1036-12G-4S

MikroTik CCR1072:
Our new flagship router, the CCR1072, is powered by a Tilera
72 core CPU, each core is clocked at 1GHz, and to fully utilize
this power, the CCR1072 is equipped with eight independently
connected 10G SFP+ ports and single Ethernet port for
management purposes.
The unit comes equipped with installed RouterOS L6, 16GB of built
in ECC RAM, touchscreen color LCD, two removable (hotplug)
power supplies for redundancy, smart card slot, microUSB,
regular size USB, microSD and 2x M.2 slots for additional storage.
Thanks to the unique 72 core processor and ports that are directly
connected to the CPU, CCR1072 is capable of over 120 million
packets per second throughput.

Stock Code: 90CCR1072-1G-8S+

MikroTik S+RJ10 Module:
This unique module opens up a whole world of high speed
connectivity possibilities, offering up to 10 Gbps speeds over
regular familiar twisted-pair cables in your existing products that
have SFP+ ports. Any MikroTik device with active cooling that has
SFP+ ports can now be used without installing any optical fiber,
just plug the S+RJ10 and your network can be upgraded to 10
Gbps, making it ready for the next generation of RJ45 hardware.
S+RJ10 module is supported also on devices with passive cooling,
but may require an extra cooling.
The latest revision of S+RJ10 contains “/r2” by the end of serial
number. It comes with following improvements:
- Jumbo frames up to 10218 Bytes are now supported for rates
2.5Gbps, 5Gbps and 10Gbps;
- Link speed reporting is fixed - actual link speed in the interface
menu is listed. Previously 100M/1G/2.5G/5G link speeds were not
reported correctly;
- DDM monitoring (Supply Voltage, Module temperature) is now
supported.

Stock Code: 90S+RJ10

MikroTik Loud Smart Switch 610-8G-2S+IN :
Loud Smart Switch 610-8G-2S+IN is our answer to the everlasting
demand for more power in a small and simple package. It comes
with the lightweight SwOS which is easy to configure from your
web browser. It gives you all the basic functionality for a managed
switch, and more: you can manage port-to-port forwarding,
broadcast storm control, apply MAC filters, configure VLANs,
mirror traffic, apply bandwidth limitation and even adjust some
MAC and IP header fields.

Stock Code: 90CSS610-8G-2S+IN

MikroTik Wireless Wire Dish :
The Wireless Wire Dish is a ground breaking solution which offers
Fiber speed and quality on distances up to 1500 m for a fraction
of the price!
This amazing kit makes a secure AES encrypted 60 GHz wireless
link that is not affected by the crowded WiFi spectrum, offering a
stable and fast link for distances of 1500 meters or more. Simply
point the included devices at one another and power them on,
they are already preconfigured to connect automatically and will
make a 2 Gb/s aggregate link.
The box includes two LHGG-60ad devices that are already paired
together, power supplies, PoE injectors and mounting kits for
both devices.

Stock Code: 90RBLHGG-60ADKIT

MikroTik S-31DLC20D:
S-31DLC20D is a 1.25G SFP transceiver with a 1310nm Dual
LC connector, for up to 20 kilometer Single Mode fiber
connections, with DDM. Units are tested and compatible with
RB260GS,RB2011LS, RB2011LS-IN, RB2011UAS-IN, RB2011UASRM, RB2011UAS-2HnD, RB2011UAS-2HnD-IN, and CCR1036-12G4S. Units are compatible with non-MikroTik SFP devices as well.

Stock Code: 90S-31DLC20D

MikroTik wAP ac:
The wAP ac is a small weatherproof wireless access point for
your mobile devices, perfect for installation outside your house,
in the garden, on your porch, or anywhere else where you need a
capable wireless connection. The new revision features 2x Gigabit
Ethernet ports, enhanced wireless antenna performance, more
RAM, and a powerful quad-core CPU!
Strong dual-chain dual-band 2.4/5 GHz wireless for concurrent
coverage will solve most interference issues in a crowded
environment. This is a must-have these days! You can use the
2.4 GHz channel for older devices and the 5 GHz channel for
everything else since this frequency is less cluttered.
The wAP ac is weatherproof and can be fixed to any external wall
from the inside of the case – for extra security and less visible
attachments. The bottom part can also be secured with a special
anti-vandal screw, which can only be opened by the owner.
There is an opening in the back of the case, allowing you to run
the Ethernet cable directly behind the unit and through the wall.
This way the wAP ac attracts less attention and blends into any
environment.It looks unobtrusive and sleek, available in two
colors - black (RBwAPG-5HacD2HnD-BE) and white (RBwAPG5HacD2HnD).

Stock Code: 90RBWAPG-5HACD2HND

MikroTik Metal 52 ac:
Now with 802.11ac support, a Gigabit Ethernet port and a
selectable wireless band (2.4GHz or 5GHz, up to 80 MHz wide
channel). The new Gigabit port will help you utilize the full benefit
of 802.11ac high speed wireless. The Metal 52 ac supports 2.4GHz,
5GHz and all the legacy wireless modes as well (802.11 b/g/n for
2.4GHz and 802.11 a/n/ac for 5GHz).
We have two versions available.
•

RBMetalG-52SHPacn-US (USA) is factory locked for 24122462MHz, 5170-5250MHz and 5725-5835MHz frequencies.
This lock can not be removed.

•

RBMetalG-52SHPacn (International) supports 2412-2484MHz
and 5150MHz-5875MHz range (Specific frequency range can
be limited by country regulations).

Stock Code: 90RBMETALG-52SHPACNMETAL52AC

MikroTik hAP ac2:
The hAP ac2 is a Dual-concurrent Access Point, that provides Wifi
coverage for 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz frequencies at the same time.
Five 10/100/1000 Ethernet ports provide Gigabit connections for
your wired devices, USB can be used for external storage or 4G/
LTE modem, and device supports IPsec hardware acceleration.
New design universal case allows unit to be positioned either
horizontally (desktop) or vertically (tower case). Wall anchored
mounting kit is provided.
We have two versions available.
•

hAP ac2-US (USA) is factory locked for 2412-2462MHz, 51705250MHz and 5725-5835MHz frequencies. This lock can not
be removed.

•

hAP ac2 (International) supports 2412-2484MHz and 5150MHz5875MHz range (Specific frequency range can be limited by
country regulations)

Stock Code: 90RBD52G-5HACD2HND-TC

MikroTik RB-2011ILSIN:
MikroTik’s RB-2011ILSIN has an SFP cage for gigabit SFP transceivers
and is ideal for FTTH (Fiber To The Home) implementations. Note
that SFP transceiver is NOT included. The RB-2011ILSIN supports
any 1.25G SFP transceiver that is within the SFF Committee
specifications for SFP Transceivers. It does not have hardware
support for PON (Passive Optical Network).
Tested and recommended to use with MikroTik SFP modules:
S-85DLC05D, S-31DLC20D and S-35/53LC20D (not included). It is
powered by an Atheros next generation 600MHz 74K MIPS network
processor and has 64MB of RAM and a Level4 RouterOS license.
There is PoE output function for port number 10 - it can power
other PoE capable devices with the same voltage as applied to the
unit. Maximum load on the port is 500mA. MikroTik’s 2011iLS-IN
comes with desktop enclosure and power supply.

Stock Code: 90RB2011ILS-IN

MikroTik RB-LHGHP5XL:
MikroTik’s RB-LHGHP5XL is a 5GHz 802.11 a/n wireless device with
an integrated dual polarization 27 dBi grid antenna and 630mW
TX output power, designed to reach up to 40km in point-to-point
setups at full speed.
The grid design ensures protection against wind, and the fact that
the antenna element is built into the wireless unit means no loss
on cables. RB-LHGHP5XL supports 5150MHz-5875MHz range.

Stock Code: 90RBLHG-5HPND-XL

MikroTik RB-LHG5:
MikroTik’s RB-LHG5 is a compact and light 5GHz 802.11 a/n
wireless device with an integrated dual polarisation 24.5 dBi grid
antenna. It is ideal for point-to-point links, or for use as a CPE at
longer distances and supports Nv2 TDMA protocol.
The grid design ensures protection against wind, and the fact that
the antenna element is built into the wireless unit means no loss
on cables. The R-LHG5 supports 5150MHz-5875MHz frequency
range.

Stock Code: 90RBLHG-5ND

MikroTik S-RJ01:
S-RJ01 is RJ45 SFP 10/100/1000M copper module, compatible
with most Gigabit SFP ports available on various networking
devices. Shipped with CCR1016-12S-1S+, by popular demand is
now also available for purchase separately.

Stock Code: 90S-RJ01

Mikro mANTBox :
The mANTBox is based on our new mANT sector antennas, but also
has a wireless router built right in. Powered by the RB921 device,
the mANTBox comes ready to use with everything included. The
device uses a high speed 720MHz CPU and has a built in 802.11
ac/a/n wireless device with up to 31dBm output power.
mANTBox 19s comes with 19dBi 120 degree sector antenna.
RB921GS-5HPacD-19S (International) supports 5.17 - 5.835
GHz range (Specific frequency range can be limited by country
regulations).

Stock Code: 90RB921GS-5HPACD-19S

MikroTik CRS112-8P-4S-IN:
CRS112-8P-4S-IN is an eight Gigabit RJ45 port PoE switch, that
offers different power output options: autosensing 802.3af/at
PoE/PoE+ and Passive PoE, and four SFP ports provide optical
fiber connectivity options to support uplinks of up to 1 Gbps.
CRS112-8P-4S-IN is equipped with 12 independent switching
ports. 28 V 3.4 A power supply is already included in the
box. There is secondary DC jack on the back of the enclosure
that supports 48-57 V power supply (not included, can be
purchased separately - product codes 48POW (1.46A 70W) and
48V2A96W (2A 96W)). CRS112-8P-4S-IN can power 802.3af/
at devices if 48-57 V DC input is used (unit will automatically
detect and provide correct power to devices). Max current is 1
A per port if input voltage is 18-28 V, 450 mA if 48-57 V. Total
limit is 2.8A@24V and 1.4A@48-57V. PoE-Out is passed over
mode B 4,5 (+) and 7,8 (-) pins

Stock Code: 90CRS112-8P-4S-IN

MikroTik CRS312-4C+8XG-RM:
Introducing CRS312-4C+8XG-RM – our first product with 10G
RJ45 Ethernet ports. Moreover, it also has 4 x 10G combo
ports: use them for 10G RJ45 Ethernet or 10G SFP+, when
you need an additional fiber connection. Combo ports can be
used alongside the 8 regular 10G RJ45 Ethernet ports at all
times. These ports can also be software selected, so you can
use RouterOS scripting, to decide which combo ports will be
active.
This device is a practical solution for those who work with huge
data files and need fast, capable connection 24/7: multimedia
production, scientific research, game development, big data
analysis and so on. CRS312-4C+8XG-RM has a dual power
supply for redundancy – no unexpected downtime when the
deadlines are looming. It has a full size USB, a console port for
configuration and a 1U rackmount case – fits all the standard
racks.
You can choose between our legendary feature-packed
RouterOS for booting or a simpler, but still powerful SwOS.
If you would like the ability to use routing and other Layer 3
features in your CRS, use RouterOS.
This switch has a great total non-blocking throughout of 120
Gbps, switching capacity of 240 Gbps and forwarding rate of
178 Mpps. CRS312-4C+8XG-RM – built for professionals, great
for everyone!

Stock Code: 90CRS312-4C+8XG-RM
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